Since 2009, Shenzhen Power-Solution has been dedicated to developing and manufacturing world-class, affordable solar lighting products and solar home systems. In total, the company has provided solar products to more than 4.2 million Bottom-of-the-Pyramid (BOP) households in 63 countries.

The company has invented a series of new products that both provide BOP people with access to energy but also empower them with “education plus energy for productive use”. Innovative products include Pay-As-You-Go solar media systems, thermal-to-electricity clean cooking stove and solar-powered agriculture equipment.

Solar lights to 4.22 million families
Reduced 3.3 million tons of CO2
Generated 37 million kWh electricity
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Seeking grants & investment
Links to NGOs & foundations
Wants distributors
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Work for BOP & Bring BOP up

ASIA CLEAN ENERGY FORUM 2019
Dim Sum with Entrepreneurs